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Cancer

Cancer
 11 millions new/year worldwide

 1st mortality cause in France

Principal treatment modalities
Surgery, chemotherapy, radiation therapy
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Radiation Therapy – cancer treatment

 About 2/3 of all patients
 Treatment in fractions, i.e. 64 Gy in 32 fractions of 2Gy
 Tradeoff: dose to tumor / dose to healthy tissue
 Security margins
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Radiation therapy

Advanced technology

CyberKnifeTomotherapy

Linac
Hadrontherapy
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IGRT

Image guided Radiation Therapy

On board CBCT

Portal 
imaging
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Imaging devices

PortalCBCT PET-CT

CTOptical 
system
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Medical Physics

 Imaging & Therapy
 Beam – Target - Detector 

 Interaction between particles and matter = physical processes
 Absorbed energy = dose
 (Also biological for the “effect”)
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Plan

 Introduction
 Example: dose computation in protontherapy
 Prompt-gamma imaging device
 Conclusion
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Numerical simulations in RT

Calcul de dose
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• Predict absorbed dose
• Optimise treatment plan 

(100% of treatment)
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How ?

 Several methods: 
 Analytical : fast
 Monte-Carlo : “gold-standard”

 Monte-Carlo particles tracking
 Interaction with matter
 Track particles by particles
 Probability of interaction (cross-section) : stochastic resolution
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Example: proton dose 
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Stoichiometric calibration
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Tracking

Proton

Properties
• Position (x,y,z)
• Direction (dx, dy, dz)
• Energy changed
• Energy absorbed

Absorbed energy
Dose : Energy/mass
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Tacking secondary particles

Electron 
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Primary particles
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Result : 3D dose distribution
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Particles tracking

 Millions (billions !) of primaries proton
 Tracking: 

 Path composed of several steps
 Interaction at each steps (physical / geometrical)
 Change in properties (energy, position, direction)
 Absorbed dose
 Other particles emissions (electron etc), also tracked
 Electro-magnetic and nuclear interactions

 Until convergence
 Notion of “statistical uncertainties”
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Numerical simulations

 Complex situations
 Anatomical variability (toward personalized medicine)
 Numerous “beams” condition (photon, hadron)
 Imaging / treatment

 Numerical modelling  (in-silico)
 Scene (geometrical components): machine, patient
 Physics : beam, particles, interactions
 Observable 
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Timing considerations

 Particles interactions with matter, one by one (one “history”)
 Long computation time
 (more or less) easily parallelisable 
 Broad range : few minutes to several days/months.

 In practice
 Workstation ~10 jobs (threads)
 Cluster labo ~50 jobs
 Computing center IN2P3 ~150 jobs
 EGI grid ~300 jobs
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Examples

18

the protontherapy case produced 50 times more particles than the brachytherapy case. Also the ratio between the

numbers of geometrical steps and physical steps depends on the energy and type of the particles. These results were

to beexpected, but to our knowledgethis is thefirst timesuch a comparativeanalysis between different applications,

using the same code and the same computer, is provided. It illustrates the computation time to be expected for a545

given application.

Tabl e I I. simulation features and durations for the several examples shown in the paper.

To obtain absorbed dose uncertainties below few percent in MRT dosimetry it is typically necessary to simulate

about 10 times the primary particles needed to obtain similar uncertainties in EBRT. The reason is mainly related

to the different geometries of the radiation sources : while in EBRT the radiation source is well collimated, and

the absorbed dose calculation is restricted to a relatively small region, in MRT the source distribution is usually550

heterogeneous and spread throughout the patient body. The dosimetry of organs with (source) and without (target)

specific uptake is of equal importance. In target organs the absorbed dose is mainly due to photons generated in

source organs. Since for ballistic reasons only a small percentage of the emitted photon radiation reaches the target

organs, the simulation statistics in these regions converge slowly.

The ability of GATE to address both imaging and dosimetry is of paramount importance in molecular dosimetry555

as activity quantification is a prerequisite to absorbed dose calculation. In fact, it is now possible to consider the

simulation of a completeclinical dosimetry study (i.e. from imagegeneration to absorbed dosemaps calculation) with

the same MC code. This is the aim of a currently on-going project, DosiTest [141], for which the ability of GATE to

address both imaging and dosimetry is essential. Similarly, the fact that GATE supports both imaging and radiation

therapy modelling makes it especially suitable for investigating theemerging field of in-vivo dosedelivery monitoring560

in hadrontherapy. Here, GATE may play an important role in the development of dedicated devices for imaging

the secondary radiations induced by therapeutic hadrons within the patient. Moreover, the ability to correlate both

the dose distribution and the secondary emission reference map on a per-patient basis within a single, user-friendly

software framework might prove to be crucial in the clinical evaluation and application of these new methodologies.

Although GATE is mostly known for its imaging applications, this article demonstrates its versatility and large565

potential for dosimetry and radiotherapy applications, based on an already significant amount of resultsand validation

studies. Being the only open-source, user-friendly and integrated tool enabling simulations of RT, dosimetry and

imaging in the very same framework, it is expected that GATE will play an increasing role in the emerging domain

of combined imaging and therapy. To best meet theneeds prompted by these new applications, developments by the

OpenGATE collaboration are ongoing. For example, a release supporting CPU and GPU architectures for specifics570

applications (PET and photon RT) is being prepared [11]. Works are also in progress to extend GATE to perform
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F igur e 2. Dose distribution (normalized to the maximum dose) for a Low Dose Rate brachytherapy treatment using 79 125I

seeds.

planning system based on the GATE platform has been recently proposed for this device [17]. A detailed model of

thesystem was developed, modelling thedifferent components of thedevice including theapplicators for both breast260

cancer and khyphoplasty-based IORT. A twofold model validation was performed. In the first phase, the dose depth

curve and anisotropy function were measured in a water phantom specifically designed for measuring the low energy

X-ray source of the system by means of a soft X-ray ionization chamber. These measurements were compared with

a simulation of the same water phantom within GATE. The depth dose curve and anisotropy function showed good

agreement in water (<5%). The second phase of the evaluation was based on a patient study, where a breast cancer265

patient was imaged by CT with theapplicator in place. In between theCT acquisition and the irradiation, a number

of thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) were placed on the patient skin at fixed distances around the applicator.

The CT scan was subsequently incorporated into the proposed GATE based IORT dosimetry platform and doses at

the same location as those of the TLDs were compared to the measured doses. The simulated and measured doses

were found equal to within 1% (considering one billion simulated particles).270

D. External beam radiotherapy

1. Context

Dosimetric accuracy in advanced techniques of RT like IMRT, arc-therapy, CyberKnife, TomoTherapy and others

is necessary to ensurereliablepatient treatment. Several MC codes havebeen used for modelling photon and electron

based RT [8, 19, 27, 42, 45, 110, 130, 139]. The majority of these works have targeted the validation aspects of MC275

simulation platforms by modelling RT treatments and comparing the calculated MC dosimetry results with those

obtained by measurements on physical devices using standard and voxelised phantoms [144] and/ or based on patient

CT images. Within the same context, some studies have compared MC results with the clinical Treatment Planning

System (TPS) based predictions in dose planning [57, 139]. These studies have largely focused on evaluating the

accuracy of the dose calculations based on analytical models available within commercial TPS systems compared to280

the corresponding MC results, which better account for inhomogeneity in the propagation medium, and rely on a

correct characterization of radiation transport and beam generation. In EBRT planning, MC simulations are usually

split in three distinct parts :
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to the one obtained with a commercial TPS (XiO, Elekta). A satisfactory agreement was obtained between XiO and

GATE, with more than 95% of the points passing a 2%/ 2mm gamma evaluation. Yet, a maximum stopping power385

differenceof 3% was observed in human tissue of 0.9 g.cm3 density and led to a range shift of 1-2 mm. Discrepancies

near heterogeneous regions (gas in the rectum) were also observed.

In summary, GATE and GEANT4 have been frequently used to compute dose distribution in the field of particle

therapy. Agreementsbetween computed doseand measurementswereusually very good, with rangeaccuracy towithin

a mm. Yet, discrepancies in lateral dosespreading havebeen reported in several instances and should be investigated390

carefully. Recently, a dedicated packagecalled TOPAS has been described to simplify GEANT4 simulations of proton

therapy beam lines. The two platforms TOPAS and GATE have similar features and rely on the same GEANT4

toolbox. TOPAS can efficiently define proton beam lines while GATE remains generic and supports the combined

simulation of treatments and imaging.

3. Example : simulation of proton therapy treatment395

We provide here an example of a proton treatment plan of a head and neck cancer (Figure 3). It is composed of

two fields with about 30 energy layers per field, with an energy range of 101-135 MeV, 1547 spots in total, and a

spot sampling of 8 mm. The patient CT image was resampled to 2 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 2mm3. The physic list was the one used

by [53] and included electromagnetic and hadronic processes, chosen for high accuracy in imaging applications such

as hadron-PET or prompt-gamma dosemonitoring (seesection III F 3). Theelectron production cut was set to 1 mm400

and the maximum step size to 1 mm. The number of materials was given by the density tolerance parameter set to

0.01 (290 materials). With a reduced toleranceof 0.05 (75 materials), themean dosedifference in theplanning target

volume(PTV) between thetwo tolerancevalues is lower than 0.1%. Wealso checked that thenumber of materials has

almost no influence on the computation time. The computation speed was about 268 PPS. To get a mean statistical

uncertainty around 2% in the PTV with a dosemap of 2⇥2⇥ 2mm3, 3⇥106 particles by field were needed, leading405

to about 3 hours of computation time.

F igur e 3. Absorbed dose distribution (arbitrary unit) of a proton treatment plan (single field here) computed with GATE.
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Code

 Open source Geant4 toolkit
 Developed by an international collaboration
 Managed at CERN
 Nuclear physics

 Open source GATE platform
 Developed by an international collaboration
 Focus on Medical Physics (dose & imaging)

 Others toolkit : MCNPX, EGSNRC, Fluka etc

 C++ classes
 Development cycle : design, run, analyze …
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Dose monitoring via prompt-gamma

 In protontherapy, online dose monitoring is currently being 
investigated with devices exploiting prompt-gamma
 [Stichelbaut 2003] [Min 2006] [Testa 2008] [Polf 2009] 

[Moteabbed 2011] and others …

 Prompt-Gamma:
 Emitted during inelastic interactions between incident proton and 

target nuclei. 
 Emitted quasi-instantaneously, decay time < 1 ps
 Broad energy spectrum : 105 eV ; 107 eV
 Most of them (80%) have enough energy to escape the patient

 Correlated with the deposited dose
 … but correlation not well known in clinical conditions
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GATE simulations

 Spot-scanning protontherapy
 [Grevillot  et al, PMB 2012] 
 Realistic beam description 

(E, emittance etc)
 Real treatment plan on a CT

(prostate case)

 PG camera prototype
 [Testa  et al 2008]
 two-head cylindrical collimated

multi-slit detector 
 BGO scintillators 
 TOF filtering with beam 

tagging device (hodoscope)
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Dose monitoring via prompt-gamma

___ Prompt-Gamma
___ Deposited Energy
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Results

 Simulations : to help design of the imaging device
 Simulations : to assess new imaging device
 Simulations : to better describe the limits

(The main concern seems to be more the counting rate than the 
spatial resolution).

 [Gueth et al, PMB 2013]
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Conclusion

 Numerical simulations applied in medical physics 
 For cancer treatment 
 Imaging : X-ray, PET, SPECT, nuclear imaging etc
 Treatment: RT, hadrontherapy, brachytherapy, 

radioimmunotherapy etc

 Monte-Carlo simulations for particles tracking
 Open-source software (Geant4, GATE)

 Multi-disciplinary : medicine – physic – computer science
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